Why contract Coding?
Contract Coding provides a solution to skilled coder shortages.
Contract coding offers a cost-effective investment based statistically on
the hourly coding throughput we are able to achieve.
Our contract coding team is highly skilled with a lot of coding experience.
This experience gives an advantage and edge in terms of both coding
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FAQ (Frequently asked question )
What does a medical coder do?
Medical Coders work for insurance companies and heath care organizations.
Every time a healthcare provider renders services to a patient (this is called
an encounter) a claim is filed to the patient's insurance provider. For all the
types of encounters, there exists a specific code for each. these codes tells
the payer what was wrong with the patient and what services were performed.
The job of the medical coder then is to take bills submited to the insurance
company and translate them into the appropriate codes. This may seem easy,
but there are a lot of codes and procedures to learn, along with basic medical
terminology.

output and accuracy.
How much money do medical coders make?

Code-Supreme
Code-Supreme is a service offering facilities to those who are wishing to
reduce their outstanding coding faster and over a short period of time.
We understand how frustrating it can be to see those coding shelves
overflowing and retarding your cash flow. Code-Supreme produces swift
reductions in outstanding coding by applying a concentrated effort over a
shorter period of time.
Whether you’re a metropolitan, regional, interstate or even internationally
based facility we can arrange an individual or a team of contract coding
consultants to code out your backlog during or after hours. No need to wait
weeks to see an improvement, come back to empty coding shelves after a
weekend.
Contact us to coordinate a Code-Supreme for you
Emergency Medicine Services (EMS)
To avoid lack of facilities and services on emergency cases.
Consultancy for Hospital setup
For National or International locations. We have strong team and intelligent
professional to provide the best services and solution for your requirement
before and after the completion of project

This will range depending on your experience and the nature of work you are
doing. A medical coder can make upwards of $40,000 working from home as
an independent contractor after a few years of experience, while coders
running their own coding firm can earn over $100,000 a year. There are many
cases of these happening.
What kind of education is required to become a coder?
Much like medical transcription and medical billing, you will need to learn a
great deal of codes and procedures to be able to handle a job. There is also
basic medical terminology, which is also often included in coding courses.
What kind of skills are needed to become a successful medical coder?
If you have past experience in data entry, computer or secretarial work, you
probably already have most of the skills required. A brief summary of the skills
required:
Typing skills.
Reading and listening skills
Ability to work alone without supervision
Good computer skills
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What is the difference between medical coding and medical billing?
Medical billers work for medical practices, preparing bills for services rendered. These bills or invoices are then sent to insurance companies. Coders on the other hand,
work for hospital in patient coding ,work for the insurance companies, taking bills submited to the insurance company and translating them into the appropriate codes.
They are similar professions and both require medical terminology.
Whom will I be working for?
Medical Coding/Billing Specialists work Medical BPOs.
How much work is available?
The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that the demand will increase much faster than average.
What is the potential for advancement?
As a Medical Coding Specialist, your earnings grow with your experience.
How long does it take to finish the medical coding and billing program?
The length of the medical coding and billing program varies depending on how much time you want to commit to your studies. You can finish in as little as 45 days or
take as long as 3 months – it’s up to you!
How do I become certified? Is certification required for my career?
Certification is not required to get a job as a medical coder and biller, but it will give your career an advantage. It provides you with medical coding and billing course
credentials – something that is highly valued in today’s medical field. Having the distinction of being “certified” can lead to better job opportunities and help you create
the long-term career you want.

What is medical coding?
Medical Coding is converting diagnosis, diseases, Sign ,Symptoms ,abnormal
finding, External Cause of injury into CODE
Medical Coders play an important role in the financial success of private medical
practices and other health care facilities. The greater the expertise of the Medical
Coder in identifying relevant diagnoses for patient encounters, the greater the
insurance reimbursement to the physician. This field generates medical coders
who specialize in coding after a thorough training program and a certification
process. The American academy of professional coders (www.aapc.com) and
American Health Information Management Association (www.ahima.org) offers
certification.
Medical Coding Industry has met the cutting edge of information technology due
to which there has been several channels opened towards placements in the
health information field. These open doors has diversified and created platforms
for the aspiring generation who have laid their career in the health information
field.
Certified Medical Coders are in high demand throughout the healthcare industry.
In fact, according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Health care is the largest
U.S. industry, making this career a sound choice and medical support
professionals, including Medical Coders, are one of the 10 fastest-growing allied
health occupations, And, studies show that Medical Coders are paid accordingly
for their exceptional medical coding skills.
As a coding and billing specialist, you will work with Medical BPOs.
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International Centre for Medical Coding and Research (ICMCR) is a rapidly
growing medical research and coding institute registered in India. ICMCR is
engaged in providing quality services for Health care, Health Insurance and
Life sciences companies in the field of medical coding, data analysis and
interpretation.
ICMCR was established in 2010 with aim to impart quality training,
consulting services for professionals from Health care, Health insurance and
Life sciences industries. We are committed to the task of meeting the ever
increasing demand for highly skilled contract coders due to acute shortage of
experienced coders in the health industry.
These shortages impact on health information concerns such as revenue
generation based on coded data, coded data quality, timeliness of data for
clinical costing, research and indicators, and allocation of time to quality
activities affecting various government accreditation likes of NABH etc.
ICMCR's aim is to provide a professional, quality service by contracting
highly experienced and skilled contract coders for short or long term periods.
All it takes is an email to info@icmcr.co.in stating your site location and
service requirements and we will happily coordinate the requirements.
International Centre for Medical Coding and Research (ICMCR) is a rapidly
growing medical research and coding institute registered in India. ICMCR is
engaged in providing quality services for Health care, Health Insurance and
Life sciences companies in the field of medical coding, data analysis and
interpretation.
ICMCR was established in 2010 with aim to impart quality training,
consulting services for professionals from Health care, Health insurance and
Life sciences industries. We are committed to the task of meeting the ever
increasing demand for highly skilled coding consultants due to acute
shortage of experienced coding consultants in the health industry.
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These shortages impact on health information concerns such as revenue
generation based on coded data, coded data quality, timeliness of data for
clinical costing, research and indicators, and allocation of time to quality
activities affecting various government accreditation likes of NABH etc.
ICMCR's aim is to provide a professional, quality service by contracting
highly experienced and skilled coding consultants for short or long term
periods.
All it takes is an email to info@icmcr.co.in stating your site location and
service requirements and we will happily coordinate the requirements.

Rates
Rates are provided on enquiry and factor in facility size,
types of medical cases, coding resources available, Coder
Please email us along with following details:
Name of the Hospital & Address :
____________________________________

contact us

rates and information
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Contact us to coordinate the right contract coding solution for you.
Contact us to coordinate the right contract coding solution for you.

International Centre for Medical Coding and Research
27, Maruti Arcade, J.N. Road, Mulund (west),
Maharashtra. India.
Office
Fax

Monthly Average discharge count :

Email
www

_____________________________________
Monthly OPD Average Count :
________________________________________
Contact Person Name & Contact No
:__________________________________

:
:
:
:

+91 22 25607800
+91 22 25961682
info@icmcr.co.in
www.icmcr.co.in

